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6.2  Whole of Sport Funding Report 
 
High Performance Achievements and 
Development of the Athlete Pathway 
 
There have been significant successes and achievements during 2015 across a 
range of aspects of the high performance program. Foundations of the athlete 
pathway have been strengthened leading to increased engagement at a club and 
state level, and clarity about how coaches and athletes can access the National 
High Performance Program has been strengthened across the sport. Some key 
challenges surfaced during meetings and conferences, which provided a focus for 
strengthening the athlete drivers across the pathway levels and clarifying 
strategies to strengthen our collaborative programs with states and clubs. These 
will be a focus for 2016 and a matter for the national conference in December. 
 
With round one of the World Cup being held at the very start of January on our 
home terrain in Tasmania, providing a key focus for the High Performance 
Program over the previous 2 years, the later part of 2015 was always going to be 
a challenge. Maintaining the momentum provided by Tasmanian World Cup was 
a key focus in our high performance planning. The National Coaching Conference 
held in Canberra in late January, very soon after the Tasmanian World Cup, 
provided a focus on coach development across all levels of the FTEM pathway 
and while strengthening F and T levels of the FTEM framework, also developed 
links to the national High Performance Program. 
 
The National Coaching Conference was facilitated by the Head Coach and 
assisted by all 5 of the High Performance squad coaches. Some notable initiatives 
resulting from the conference held at the AIS in Canberra; a collaborative SA and 
VIC  elite and junior training camp, the initiation of an online national coaches’ 
forum and a more unified coaching group aware of the athlete pathway, were 
some of the positive outcomes. A broad range of coaches from across the FTEM 
spectrum attended a very successful conference to strengthen all levels of the 
athlete pathway. 
 
To maintain momentum in the High Performance program preparations are still 
underway to bring a master coach, Lars Lindstrom (Denmark) to Australia for 
our National coaching camps. He is also available for state based regional 
coaching activities. 
 
From a high performance strategic planning perspective, three key activities 
provided rich information for our ongoing strategic direction. During the 
Tasmanian World Cup, a coaching forum was organised by our Head Coach 
where the Swedish and Danish coaches gave outstanding presentations about 
features of their coaching, athlete pathway and high performance programs. 
These excellent presentations were widely attended by coaches from all 
Australian states at a variety of levels of the FTEM framework. Then at the 
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January coaching conference in Canberra, the Swiss ‘Coach in Residence in the 
ACT’ gave a presentation about aspects of the successful Swiss HP program and 
the Swiss use of regional development squads. Finally, the International 
Coaching Conference held in association with the World Orienteering Champs in 
August, provided a wealth of strategies and practices for us to draw on to 
strengthen our athlete development. The outstanding information gained in 
these three forums will provide a valuable guide to the next phase of our athlete 
development plan. Reviewing these international programs meets a 
recommendation from the ASC sport Health Check in 2013 to source 
international practices. Strategies for regional development have been identified 
as critical aspect to further support and develop. This will be a focus into the 
future. 
 
The newly introduced talent ID process and appointment of a talent ID coach has 
had strong early success. Our best female performer at JWOC, 17-year-old 
athlete, Winnie Oakhill (45th middle final, 58th sprint) came from the first Talent 
ID cohort (2014). This talent ID cohort participated in the national high 
performance training camp held in New Zealand in July, that providing a focus on 
different competition conditions in preparation for a broader set of competition 
skills. Winnie has 2 more JWOC years ahead of herself and her consistent 
international performances are pleasing results of the HP talent ID process. The 
Tasmanian World Cup inspired other juniors in the athlete pipeline and there is a 
range of younger athletes involved in the talent ID squad who have had a broad 
range of experiences in Tasmania and NZ. We look forward to the further 
development of these athletes through the HP program - and others who are ‘in 
the wings’ keen to be involved.  
 
Further down the athlete pathway, Sporting schools has provided a focus on the 
access to coaching resources at the Foundation level to provide a targeted focus 
on quality introductory activities available to clubs as well as schools. With a 
highly successful national schools carnival, we are well placed, with the support 
of states, to develop transition programs to this and stronger engagement in club 
activities. 
 
The national squad structure was finalised with coach appointments to all 
squads and active use of the online athlete management platform (AMP) being 
successfully used across all national squads. Significant discussions have been 
held with state coaches about stretching the use of AMP down to state 
development squads to strengthen state development activities and align state 
development activities seamlessly with the national program. While this is a key 
long-term goal, it has been agreed to hold off on this until there are clear state 
development structures in place in all states: something that will be a major 
priority in the next few years. AMP continues to provide a key communication 
platform amongst HP athletes, coaches and for the promotion of SSSM 
information. Some unintended benefits have included sporting promotion 
material via athlete profiles and consultation of athletes through the athlete 
leadership group and assistance with development of our activities. 
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These athlete profiles were used significantly during the Tasmanian World Cup 
and in a sponsorship pitch to 15 major corporations for JWOC team funding. 
Unfortunately these sponsorship approaches were not successful although there 
has been some success in individual athletes gaining support from local 
corporations. We are in the process of providing athletes with a set of resources 
to seek this support. 
 
At the highest competition level, while we have not achieved all our objectives, 
we are pleased with our performances at various levels and have had our best 
achievements for some years: 
 
World championships, Scotland, podium result, Sprint, 5th Sprint, Hanny Allston 
World Championships, Scotland, Top 10, Long, 10th, Hanny Allston 
Junior Mountain Bike Orienteering Champs (JMTBOC), Junior World Champion 
Gold medal, Angus Robinson 
Tasmanian World Cup;  

 Julian Dent 13th long, 18th Sprint 
 Hanny Allston, 10th Long, 19th Sprint 
 Laurina Neumann 22nd Long,  
 Rachel Effeney 14th Sprint 
 Rob Preston 22nd Middle, 
 Jasmine Neve 22nd Sprint 
 Simon Uppill 21st Sprint 

 
Oceania Champions:  
Male;   Julian Dent (long/sprint), qualifying personal place at WOC 
Female;  Rachel Effeney (sprint),  

Hanny Allston (long), qualifying personal place at WOC. 
 
Strong transitioning of the following juniors to senior international competition;  

 Brodie Nankervis (WOC) Sprint qual, 19th, Relay 29th, 37th World Cup 
 Ian Lawford, (WOC) 22nd Sprint Qual, 41st World Cup 
 Oscar McNulty (World Cup) 44th Long, Injury prevented WOC selection 
 Matthew Doyle (World Cup, as a junior) 42nd Long 

 
As well as strong transitioning of a pool of juniors, the second tier HP squad has 
seen significant improvement. Squad members Krystal Neumann and Laurina 
Neumann, performed strongly on the international stage. Both were selected for 
WOC and Krystal Neumann was just outside qualification (22nd) for the WOC 
sprint final and Laurina Neumann placed 47th in the long final at WOC. These 
junior and senior achievements provide strong evidence that the new HP squads 
and activities are assisting athlete development. 
 
At a domestic level, Christopher Naunton was appointed to develop the 
promotion of the successful National Orienteering league (NOL) and 
implemented live streaming of events and international level progressive results 
via radio controls and a professional results system that can be integrated with 
video streaming. The accolades that this provides to athletes have been extended 
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down the athlete pathway to the School Sport Australia, Schools Orienteering 
Championships.  
 
The National Orienteering League rounds held in 2015 to date; Sydney sprint 
weekend, South Australia Easter carnival, Canberra middle and long weekend 
and a Ultra-long in Victoria. The NOL 2015 season was finalised with the 
Australian Championships Carnival in Victoria. 
 
After continued frustrating negotiations with NZ, there have been some positive 
developments moving towards long term planning of the key second tier 
international competition structure. We have been trying very hard to forge this 
over the last 2 years. For the first time a junior Elite (MW17-20) Trans-Tasman 
junior test series was trialled in NZ in June with some success. There now seems 
momentum and the second junior test series was held held in September at the 
Australian carnival. After years of frustrating negotiation, this is very welcomed 
progress and we will be working hard to strengthen this key aspect of the 
pathway. An agreement on scheduling and the conduct of junior and senior test-
matches was formalised a few weeks after the Australian carnival and we look 
forward to implementing this new tier of the junior pathway to keep our youth 
more engaged. 
 
With regards to leadership and development of the athlete pathway, we are in a 
strong position now that our national level structures are in place and effectively 
working. The Head Coach and squad coach positions are structures that are 
working well at a national level and are structures that could be replicated to 
assist regional and state athlete pathway management. At the national coaching 
meeting at Easter, having a state coach/athlete pathway manager in place was 
identified as a key state initiative to provide a clear human resource structure to 
underpin development. An exemplar ‘state coaching coordinator position 
description’, based on a successful SA structure is an aim for the national 
conference at the end of the year. 
 
Overall, while we have not achieved all our ambitions, we are very satisfied with 
the positive progress and look forward to the continued strengthening of 
activities to increase engagement across and achievement of our high our sport’s 
high performance aspirations and the contribution of these to the wider 
development of the sport at all levels. 
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Performance Against High Performance and 

Athlete Pathway Strategic Plan 2014-18  

Performance Against Significant Milestones Listed In The Plan 

(p54) as at December 2015 

Y achieved   N no significant progress (at risk)  improvement prior year 

Progress On Working Towards 2015 Significant Milestones  

1   Y - 70% Tasmania World Cup success (all but middle) 

2  Y – 60%  Maintain momentum after TAS World Cup (Loss of WOS $) 

3  Achieved AJDS camp pre/post world cup.  

4  Achieved NDS camp/New Zealand. (May first of these)  

5  Y – 80%  Test Match Program agreement forged NZ (Junior 17-20) 

6  Y – 80%  2nd tier international competition structure (Trans-Tasman) 

7  Achievied AJDS Coaching, Athlete tracking support  

8  Y – 70% Injury tracking all squads  

9  Y – 70% SSSM Web resources comprehensive  

10  Y National Coach Forum group - started (coordinator needed) 

11  Y – 10% Club Coach curriculum developed  

12  To Start  Club Talent Identification Benchmarks 

13  At Risk  State NOL Coach Structure nationally integrated  

14  At Risk  JNOL State funding agreement with SSOs  

15  Y-30%  Coaching online strengthened  

16  Planned  Strategic Plan Review (redo ASC health check)  

17  Achieved  NZ AUS competition structure explicitly documented  

18  Y – 90% Junior Bushrangers AUS v NZ Test Matches  

19  Y  Post WOC training camp next WOC terrain (2015 camp)  

20  Y  Sprint relays in state leagues guidelines  
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21  Y  Sprint relay format rules, guidelines in manual  

22  To Start  TTAs from states, clubs, aligned TTA timing  
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1  Y 2014 Head coach; appointed  

2  Y 2014 Pathway manager; appointed  

3  Y 2014 WOC selection criteria; updated, communicate  

4  Y  W Cup TAS Training Camp; successful  

5  Y  New National Squad structures; adopted, disseminated  

6  Y-60%  HP Website framework; restructure template  

7  Y  Sprint relay in NOL, JNOL, training camps  

8  Y  TTA Support; TTA /TID Coordinator appointed  

9  Y 2014 H.R. Unified reviewed, explicit role descriptions  

10  Y 2014 Consolidation of junior and senior squads to HPS  

11  Y  Squad coaches appointed; NDS JDS (2015 AJDS appointed) 

12  Y - 80%  Squad benchmarks at all levels  

13  Y – 70% WOC Sponsors approached; web invites (JWOC sponsorship Pitch) 

14  Y  WOC Training Camp  

15  
Relegated

 
WOC; Men promoted to tier 2. Women remain there  

16  Y  Level 2 Coaching Course – held Jan 2015  

17  Y-80%  Individual Coaches for HPS, TTAs cascade from ASOC  

18  Y  Sprint incorporated successfully into ASOC rules (2016 first event) 

19  Y-90%  Long term planning; calendars, budgets, 3 years ahead, (except NZ) 

20  Y-80%  Web resource repository for all HP planning ( 
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Achievement Against Key Measurable Performance Indicators  

The following reporting KPIs are listed relative to the FTEM model.  

FTEM – T1 & T2 Levels  

1  
World University Orienteering Championships; 

Top 30, one athlete  
NA - 2016 event 

2  
World Cup NDS members; 2 x top 60, 4 entrants, 

semi managed team  
‘Achieved’ Tasmania  

3  
National Development Squad (NDS) in NOL; 

top10, and/or 1000pts/some races  
Achieved x 3 women 2 men 

4  NDS, AJDS training camp participation 30  Achieved  

5  
AUS v NZ test matches; placing’s 1st-3rd; 50% 

minimum  
Achieved 

6  AUS v NZ test matches; victory over NZ  Achieved 50% 

7  NOL, men 50 starters; women 40 starters  No Easter Men 45 women 28 

8  
NOL, 20th place; national ranking points average; 

850 minimum  
Men -Yes Women - No  

9  
JWOC; qualifying minimum of 1 place in middle 

final; male and female.  
Yes - male No - female  

10  
JWOC benchmark performances; 2 x top 30, in 

each of sprint, middle, long  
No  

11  
JWOC Relays; No MPs (disqualifications), place 

below 18th  
‘No’ Male 12th Female 19th 

12  
Junior AUS v NZ test matches (2015/16) 1st – 

3rd; 50%  
Yes Introduced 2015 

13  
Oceania Championships 2017 (NDS) members; 4 

top 30 (non World Cup years)  
NA 2016 event (biannual) 

14  
HPS Juniors; senior world rankings; Scores 

average above 900pts; 3 athletes  
Yes – Women 3 Male 4 

15  
HPS Juniors; senor world rankings; top 300; four 

athletes minimum  
Women - 8 Men – 2  
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16  Level 2 coach numbers increased  No  (conference held) 

17  
State championships integrated into national squad 

benchmark performances  
Y 50% Juniors JWOC  

Key performance Indicator Listed in “High Performance 

and Athlete Pathway Strategic Plan 2014-18”  
Performance  

FTEM – Elite & Mastery Levels  

1  World Games; qualify.  NA 2016 event 

2  
WOC; qualifying minimum of 1 place in sprint 

final; male and female.  
Y Women / No Men (close) 

3  
WOC team ranking; male and female; 9-22; 

(means 2 finalists middle and long)  
Women yes / Men No 

4  WOC benchmark performances; 2 x Top 30  Achieved  

5  
WOC Relays; No MPs (disqualifications), place 

18th or better in all relays  
No; Men 25th / Women 18th  

6  
WOC performances are commensurate or better 

than an individual’s world ranking  
Achieved  

7  World Cup; Tasmania, 2 x top 30  Achieved  

8  
World Cup; 2 x top 30 places in races other than 

Oceania Championships  
Achieved Not valid? 

9  Oceania Championships; podium finishers 50%  Achieved  

10  
World Ranking Foot O Federation League (depth) 

– male and female top 12  
50% Women 9th Men 14th  

11  
HPS world rankings sprint; Scores average above 

950pts (3800pts total); 6 athletes  
Achieved Men 9 Women 5 

12  
HPS world rankings Bush; Scores average above 

950pts (3800pts total); 6 athletes  
No 

13  
EHPS world rankings sprint; scores average above 

1200pts; (4800 pts total) 3 athletes  
Close 2 (2 very close) 

14  
EHPS world rankings bush; scores average above 

1200pts (4800pts total); 3 athletes  
Very Close  

15  
HPS world rankings; top 100; four athletes 

minimum  
No 

16  Level 3 coach numbers increased  No  
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FTEM – T3 & T4 Levels  

1  
NOL participation from TTA adult program; 2 men, 2 women, 

vavariety of states  
2016 Aim  

2  
JNOL participation from TTA junior participants; 2 men 2 women, 

variety of states  
On track 

3  
ASOC; full teams, TTA athletes identified by reaching benchmarks x 

6  
TBC 

4  TTA nominations from variety of states  Achieved  

5  
TTA invitations to national training camps and progress to NDS, 

JDS benchmarks  
Achieved 

6  TTAs across various age groups  2016 Aim  

7  TTA verification followed with invitation to national training camps.  Achieved  

8  State development squads ASOC, JNOL, NOL in all but one state  

ASOC-Yes 

JNOL-No 

NOL-No  

9  
Club training hubs nominating TTAs; utilizing training benchmarks 

(web outreach)  
2016 Aim  

10  Web outreach via TTA online coaching resources  Y – 50% 

11  Regional TTA camp program roster 90% state involvement  2016 Aim 

12  National benchmark criteria tracking outreach  No  
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FTEM – Foundation Levels  

1  OA self coaching resources outreach via website  50%  

2  Club based coaching in 50% of clubs  No  

3  Seasonal weekly coaching in clubs in all states  No?  

4  Sprint O based development programs at school and university levels  No  

5  Level 1 coaches increased  No  

6  
50% of states running collaborative parent child programs 12-14ys / national 

comp.  
Yes  

7  Parent coaching resources outreach via website  No  

8  School resources outreach via website  Yes 

9  Club school links evidence of  Yes  

   

 


